The Eighth Congress of the Workers' Party of Korea opened in Pyongyang on Tuesday amid the great interest, expectations and aspiration of all the Party members, other people and service personnel throughout the DPRK.

The WPK Central Committee convened the congress, the eighth of its kind in the sacred history of the Party, in order to comprehensively and strictly review the work of the Party Central Committee, clearly reconfirm the correct orientation and duty in its struggle for winning a greater victory in the socialist cause and take measures for substantial improvement, as required by the times witnessing a new upsurge and great turn in the development of the Korean revolution.

At 9 a.m. Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un, the great head of the WPK, the DPRK and the Korean people and outstanding leader of the Juche revolution, took the platform of the congress together with the members of the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee.

All the participants broke into stormy cheers of “Hurrah!” in reverence for Kim Jong Un who is confidently leading the Party and people to shining victory and glory with his gifted wisdom, outstanding leadership, immense courage and strong will.

The congress was attended by the members of the leadership body of the Seventh Party Central Committee and the delegates elected by Party organizations at all levels.

Kim Jong Un made an opening address.

He paid the noblest respect and offered the highest glory to President Kim Il Sung and Chairman Kim Jong Il in reflection of the boundless loyalty of all the delegates, all other Party members and other
people and service personnel of the Korean People’s Army.

Taking a solemn oath on behalf of all the delegates that the congress would consistently remain faithful to the revolutionary ideas and cause of the President and the Chairman, the great leaders who founded and built up the Party, he declared the Eighth Congress of the WPK open.

The national anthem was solemnly played, instilling fresh enthusiasm for the revolution and struggle into the participants who were full of boundless emotion.

Upon authorization by the Political Bureau of the WPK Central Committee, Kim Jae Ryong presided over the congress.

The congress elected its presidium.

It elected Kim Jong Un to the presidium by reflecting the unanimous will and desire of all the Party members and other people and service personnel across the country. The presidium also included Choe Ryong Hae, Ri Pyong Chol, Kim Tok Hun, Pak Pong Ju, Pak Jong Chon, Kim Jae Ryong, Ri Il Hwan, Choe Hwi, Pak Thae Dok, Kim Yong Chol, Choe Pu Il, Kim Su Gil, Thae Hyong Chol, O Su Yong, Kim Hyong Jun, Ho Chol Man, Pak Myong Sun, Jo Yong Won, Kim Yo Jong, Kim Jong Gwan, Jong Kyong Thaek, Kim Il Chol, Im Chol Ung, Ri Ryong Nam, Kim Yong Hwan, Pak Jong Nam, Yang Sung Ho, Ri Ju O, Tong Jong Ho, Ko In Ho, Kim Hyong Sik, Choe Sang Gon, O Il Jong, Kim Yong Su, Ri Sang Won, Ri Yong Gil, Kim Myong Gil and Kang Yun Sok.

The congress nominated members of the platform.

The platform was taken by the presidium members of the Eighth Congress of the WPK, members of the Party’s central leadership body who worked hard to fulfill their duty in their efforts to implement the decisions made at the Seventh WPK Congress during the period under review and exemplary officials of principal units.

Invited to the platform were Pak Yong Il, chairman of the Central Committee of the Korean Social Democratic Party, Ri Myong Chol, chairman of the Central Committee of the Chondoist Chongu Party, and Pak Su Chol, chief of the Pyongyang Mission of the Anti-imperialist National Democratic Front. The congress elected its secretariat.

The congress adopted a series of decisions and measures to further advance the work of the most important congress in the light of the outstanding success achieved by the Korea’s revolutionary cause.

Kim Jong Un delivered a report on the work of the Eighth Central Committee in connection with the work in their sectors and units for implementing the decisions of the Seventh Congress of the Party and seriously analysed and reviewed the mistakes, their causes and lessons drawn.

They coolly criticized the mistakes in their sectors including the failure to implement the five-year plans for national economic development set forth by the previous Party congress and to actively apply reality-friendly and people-friendly methods in Party work and seriously analysed the lesson that if officials fail to work with responsibility, falling captive to defeatism and self-preservation in the face of hardships, it would be impossible to properly carry out Party decisions and to bring about development and innovation.

The speakers gave full support and approval to the historic report delivered by Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un which fully reflected the scientific line of struggle and strategic and tactical issues of crucial significance in the development of the Party and revolution.

They said with excitement that Kim Jong Un illuminated the road ahead as required by the times and developing revolution, wisely led the whole Party, the entire country and all the people to usher in an era of miracle of compressing time and remarkably boosted the DPRK’s own force and strategic position.

They also said that the outstanding leadership ability of the Party Central Committee was fully demonstrated, the people’s confidence in the Party grew incomparably as the people-first politics were thoroughly administered in all fields of socialist construction and the single-hearted unification revolutionary ranks was further cemented.

They recalled the brisk campaign for scientific farming and high yield which had swept the country and a series of precious progress made in science, education, public health and other sectors and units in the struggle for implementing Party policies during the period under review.

They referred to the achievements and experiences obtained in the work of their sectors and units for implementing the decisions of the Seventh Congress of the Party and seriously analysed and reviewed the mistakes, their causes and lessons drawn.

The congress adopted with unanimous approval a decision on the second agenda item “Review of the work of the WPK” in the congress.

There was a discussion on the third agenda item “On amendments to the rules of the WPK” in the congress.

Pak Thae Song delivered a report on the amendments to the rules of the WPK as required by the principle of Juche-oriented Party building and the developing revolution.

The delegates carefully studied the contents of the draft amendments to the rules of the WPK and revised and amended the rules of conduct, mode of activities and norms to be observed by Party organizations and members.

Acknowledging that the draft amendments to the rules of the Party are of great practical significance in standardizing Party building and the developing revolution, the General Staff of the revolution, in every way and regularizing and standardizing Party building and activities, the congress adopted a decision on the third agenda item “On the amendments to the rules of the WPK” with unanimous approval.

The congress continues.
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Kim Jong Un, chairman of the Workers’ Party of Korea, chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the DPRK and supreme commander of the armed forces of the DPRK, delivered an opening speech at the Eighth Congress of the WPK on Tuesday.

The following is the full text of the address:

Dear delegates,

The Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea, for which millions of our Party members have made preparations with sincerity and to which they have so looked forward with their hearts burning with patriotism and loyalty, has been convened at an important and crucial time in the development of our revolution.

First, in reflection of the boundless loyalty of you, dear delegates, and all other Party members, people and service personnel across the country, I pay the noblest respect and greatest glory to the great Comrades Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il, the founder and builder of the Workers’ Party of Korea and the eternal leaders of our Party, state and people.

Dear delegates,

Five years have passed since our Party and all our people started a new advance to attain the immediate goals and tasks the Seventh Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea set forth for socialist construction.

In this period the unprecedented, worst-ever trials put great obstacles on the road of advance of our revolution, but our Party achieved great successes through tenacious and accurate practical activities aimed at implementing its fighting programmes.

During the period under review our internal force further expanded and strengthened, and the external prestige of the country was raised remarkably. This is a clear signal that a period of a new upsurge, a period of gigantic transformation, has arrived for socialist construction.

The Sixth Plenary Meeting of the Seventh Central Committee of the WPK held in August last year made an in-depth analysis and judgment of the new trend of our developing revolution and the demands of the prevailing objective and subjective situations, and decided to convene the current congress of the WPK.

The convocation of the congress in the present-day arduous circumstances is a noteworthy political event of great significance in view of the influence it would exert on the change and development of internal and external situations and of the future struggle of our Party, a socialist ruling party.

When the decision on holding this congress was made public, all the people across the country, engulfed by a great emotion, warmly supported it, and it dealt a telling blow to the reactionary forces of all hues, who were hostile to our cause and attempted to check its advance.

It was because the convocation of the highest-level meeting of the WPK was an expression of its definite self-confidence in its capability for leading the revolution to another stage of victory, and constituted demonstration of its ardent will and solemn pledge to live up to the people’s great trust and expectations by shouldering the future of the state and fully discharging its responsibilities and duties.

The Central Committee of our Party made it clear at home and abroad that it would make this congress a congress for work, struggle and progress.

This was a promise to the Party members and other people that it would strictly review its work in the period under review, explicitly decide once again the correct orientation and tasks of struggle for achieving fresh victories in building our style of socialism and take substantial measures to this end.

Never little are the successes our Party achieved in the revolutionary struggle and construction work over the last five years of arduous, yet glorious struggle.

By achieving miraculous victories and events noteworthy in the 5 000-year history of our nation after its Seventh Congress, the WPK provided a sure guarantee for reliably defending the destiny of the country and the people generation after generation and simultaneously achieved some meaningful and precious successes and foundations on which to promote economic construction and improve the people’s standard of living.

However, though the period of implementing the Five-Year Strategy for the National Economic Development ended last year, almost all sectors fell a long way short of the set objectives.

The key to breaking through the existing manifold difficulties with utmost certainty and speed lies in
consolidating our own strength, our internal force, in all respects.

Proceeding from the principle of finding the cause of mistakes not in the objective conditions, but in the subjective conditions, and resolving all problems by enhancing the role of our motive force, the current congress is going to make a comprehensive and profound analysis and judgement of the experiences, lessons and mistakes we have made during the period under review and, on this basis, define the scientific goals and tasks of struggle, which we can and must accomplish without fail.

The experiences we have already achieved are priceless for us, and so are the bitter lessons that have been accumulated.

All these are things that cannot be bartered even for gold, and constitute valuable assets for achieving fresh victories in the future.

We should further promote and expand the victories and successes we have gained, and gain new assets at the cost of sweat and blood, and prevent the painful lessons from being repeated.

In particular, we should be bold enough to admit the mistakes which, if left unaddressed, will grow into bigger obstacles and stumbling blocks, and take all possible measures against their repetition.

This congress has been convened on the basis of this pluck and commitment.

If the Eighth Party Congress, a congress for struggle, carries out its work in a substantial manner and puts forth a correct line and strategic and tactical policies, the Korean revolution will greet an era of a new leap forward and upswing.

Also, the WPK’s struggle for achieving national prosperity and people’s happiness will switch over to a new stage with the congress as a watershed.

Dear delegates,

To make this congress a substantial congress for work, struggle and progress, the WPK Central Committee focused on the following issues over the past four months.

First, it conducted the work of making a comprehensive, three-dimensional and detailed analysis and review of how the decisions of the Seventh Party Congress were implemented and drawing experiences and lessons for future progress and development.

To this end, the Party Central Committee formed a non-permanent central inspection committee consisting of 1455 members and lower units on a mission to learn about the actual situations there and carefully listen to the opinions of workers, farmers and intellectuals who are Party members and work in the field.

The non-permanent central inspection committee conducted the work in the way of dispatching its teams to provinces and, after grasping the actual situations there, dispatching them to ministries and central institutions by direction and sector to make brisk, comprehensive and detailed inspections.

The teams thoroughly examined all aspects of the actual situation including what was wrong, what was neglected among what could be carried out and what was implemented in a profitable way or formalistic way in executing the decisions of the Seventh Party Congress, and if there were shortcomings, what were their causes and what were the defects in Party guidance.

During the days when the Party congress was prepared, departments of the Party Central Committee and other Party organizations across the country submitted to the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee and the preparatory committee of the congress reports of their work over the last five years and innovative and detailed opinions on the goals and plans of struggle in the future.

In the course of this, we confirmed once again the priceless truth that the masses are excellent teachers, and were convinced that it was right indeed that we had decided to take heed of the masses’ opinions and suggestions and add them as proposals for the preparation of the congress.

What we did is of great significance in making this congress a revolutionary and militant one, both in name and reality, in which the general will of all the Party members will be embodied, sustained and strengthened, and the Party and the people will become an organizational will of the entire Party.

As part of the preparations for the Party congress, we analysed and reviewed the finances of the Party over the last five years and studied the measures for improving them.

And with a sound foundation study aimed at putting to rights the problems in Party Rules, which were a mechanical repetition of the outdated of the past or of others’ and did not suit the present reality, in conformity with the requirements of the developing revolution and the principles of building a Juche-oriented party.

We also comprehensively appraised the work of the members of the leadership body of the Seventh Central Committee of the WPK, and evaluated how much contribution they made to strengthening and developing the Party and the revolution.

In the lead-up to this Party congress, the basic Party organization committees at provincial, city and county Party committees and the Party committees performing the same functions as the latter reviewed the work of their leadership bodies in an effective way and held successful meetings for electing delegates to the Party congress with a much emphasis on selecting the Party members who could play core roles in implementing the decisions of the Party congress in the future.

For the Eighth Party Congress, which would illuminate the road ahead of a new struggle for the Korean revolution, all the Party members and all other people across the country achieved brilliant successes by turning out as one in the 80-day campaign of loyalty after glorifying the 75th anniversary of the Party founding as a great auspicious event through a frontal attack for achieving a breakthrough, thus ensuring its successful conclusion.

The high political zeal of our Party members and other people, who made sincere efforts to add glory and strength to their dignified Party before its congress, is an eruption of their extraordinary revolutionary spirit which can never be found elsewhere in this world.

Last year was a quite difficult year; in the circumstances of the world public health crisis that lasted unprecedentedly long in history, they consistently ensured a thoroughgoing stable situation in infectious disease prevention by stubbornly overcoming the difficulties, maintaining the conscious unity of all the people in the effort and regarding it as a patriotic duty devolving on them; they also rose up in the struggle for recovering from the natural disasters and built more than 20 000 new splendid houses in disaster-stricken areas.

This great achievement left another proud page in our Party’s record of struggle.

In addition, our Party members and other working people from all walks of life sent to the Party Central Committee the reports full of valuable suggestions and successes made at many theatres of struggle across the country.

I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks and militant greetings to all the Party members and other people and service personnel across the country, who firmly defended the Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea as a stepping stone and a historic milestone in the struggle for strengthening and developing our Party, accomplishing the socialist cause, building up national strength and improving the people’s living standards, and

And as I stand on this glorious podium, I would like to extend warm greetings to the organizations of our overseas compatriots, including the General Association of the Korean Residents in Japan, and other overseas compatriot organizations.

On behalf of the Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea, I extend a noble tribute to all the patriotic martyrs, recollecting with deep reverence the revolutionary comrades who devoted their precious lives to the development of the Party, the state and the cause of the national glory, the happiness of the people and the future of posterity, the unforgettable comrades-in-arms who failed to be present here.

Dear delegates,

Now we have gathered at this significant venue at a quite important and crucial moment with a very valuable and heroic mission.

We stand at a great turning point of leading the revolutionary cause of Juche pioneered in Mt Paektu to another fresh victory and at a decisive moment of firmly linking the 75 years of ruling history of the glorious Workers’ Party of Korea to its 80 years; we are here representing the destiny, future, resourcefulness and wisdom of millions of members of the Workers’ Party of Korea and tens of millions of the Korean people.

We are all entrusted with an important mission to make our country more powerful and wealthy and indicate to our people a shortcut to happiness in this world full of severe challenges and instability.

At this moment, the interest, expectations and hope of all the Party members and other people across the country are very great and high for this congress which will review the revolutionary work of the last five years and decide the lines of struggle and strategic and tactical policies for opening up a new road.

We should display the highest sense of responsibility and passion in the work of the congress in order to live up to the great trust and expectations of the people who have always shared their destiny with the Party, absolutely trusted and supported the Party and defended the Eighth Congress with unspiring, devoted efforts.

Attending this congress are 250 members of the leadership body of the Seventh Party Central Committee and 4 750 delegates elected by organizations at all levels throughout the Party.

Among them, 1 959 are delegates of Party and political workers, 801 delegates of state administrative and economic officials, 408 delegates of tertiary and quaternary sectors, 144 delegates of officials of the working people’s organizations, 333 delegates of officials in the sectors of science, education, public health, art, literature and the mass media and 1 455 delegates of hardcore Party members involved in field labour.

Of them, women delegates number 501 and account for ten per cent.

Present at the congress are 2 000 observers. Solemnly pledging, on behalf of all the participants in this congress, which constitutes the eighth one in the sacred history of the Workers’ Party of Korea, that the current congress will remain thoroughly faithful to the revolutionary ideas and cause of the great Comrades Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il.

Fully convinced that this congress will serve as a stepping stone and a historic milestone in the struggle for strengthening and developing our Party, accomplishing the socialist cause, building up national strength and improving the people’s living standards, and

Hoping that all the delegates will participate in this congress with sincere, responsible and proactive attitude.

I declare the Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea open.
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Great programme set forth to lead Korean-style socialist construction to fresh victory

A report was made on the work of the Seventh Central Committee of the Party from January 5 to 7, Juche 110 (2021) at the Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK), an important political event in the development of our Party and revolution.

Kim Jong Un, Chairman of the WPK, Chairman of the State Affairs Commission of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) and Supreme Commander of the armed forces of the DPRK, made the report on the work of the Central Committee of the Party.

Supreme Leader of our Party, state and armed forces Kim Jong Un in his nine-hour-long report comprehensively and deeply analyzed and reviewed the work of the Seventh Central Committee of the Party, laid down a fresh struggle line and strategic and tactical policies for making a radical advance in socialist construction and set forth important tasks for advancing the cause of national reunification and external relations and developing Party work.

The report on the work of the Central Committee of the Party is a great practical programme as it admits the subjective and objective factors checking our advance and serious mistakes under the prevailing internal and external situations, and indicates clear struggle tasks and ways for innovating overall work of the Party and the state and switching the socialist cause to the next stage of victory.

The gist of the report which clearly indicates the path of the Korean revolution at the present stage is that we must boldly overcome the existing threats and challenges, make a new leap forward in the construction of our own-style socialism and make a clear advance by strengthening our own power, our own driving force, in every way.

The report which comprehensively deals with our Party’s outstanding ideology and theory serves as a militant banner to be adhered to in the course of the struggle of a new stage for the prosperity and development of our state and happiness of the people, and a revolutionary document which firmly links today and tomorrow with the historic roots of the cause of Juche.

It is the greatest honour for our Party and people and great encouragement for them to receive the highly important guidelines for making an overall development of our own-style socialism on the road of indomitably and vigorously carrying on the arduous struggle with a firm belief in the justness of their cause and its victory.

The report on the work of the Seventh Central Committee of the WPK consists of the following chapters:

1. Achievements Made in the Period under Review
2. For Epochal Progress in Socialist Construction
3. For Independent Reunification of the Country and Development of External Relations
4. For Development of Party Work

Kim Jong Un in the preface of his report outlined the guidance provided by the Central Committee of the Party during the period under review for fulfilling its heavy yet honourable mission given at the Seventh Congress of the WPK.

The Central Committee of the Party took timely measures for implementing the decisions made at the Seventh Congress of the Party by regularly holding major Party meetings including the plenary meetings, and positively aroused the entire Party, the whole state and all the people to their implementation and thus made great achievements.

The report noted that serious mistakes were revealed in the work of several fields including economic work under the grave internal and external situations, but those were deviations made in the stage of new development and in the course of the advance of the socialist cause and were problems which can surely be solved by our wisdom and efforts.

1. Achievements Made in the Period under Review

Kim Jong Un in the first chapter of his report reviewed with pride the proud achievements made by our Party and people during the period under review.

The WPK organized and waged indomitable offensive struggle for turning every obstacle into great victory for the past five years since the Seventh Congress of the Party, and the victory won in this course can be characterized by that it opened up an era of fresh development, an era of our state-first principle.

As mentioned in the report, the era of our state-first principle is a new era of self-respect and prosperity, which was born as a result of the WPK making all possible efforts for the people and determinedly building up its own force, boldly facing all kinds of challenges of history, a result of the do-or-die struggle for exalting the dignity and position of the state.

SEE PAGE 6
The report firstly reviewed the successes achieved in embodying the politics based on the people-first principle in the period under review.

The biggest success achieved in the past five years of struggle for implementing the decisions made at the Seventh Party Congress is that the politico-ideological strength, the first motive force of our revolution, was radically augmented.

During the period under review the Party Central Committee achieved remarkable successes in consolidating the single-minded unity of the Party and the people as firm as a rock and building up the driving force of the socialist cause and enhancing its role by putting forward politics based on the people-first principle as a fundamental issue and a main political mode decisive of the survival or ruin of the Party and the victory or failure of socialism and by vigorously and consistently unfolding it.

"Everything for the people and everything by relying on them!"—this was the core of leadership idea to which the Party Central Committee held fast without an inch of deflection and slightest concession during the period under review.

While intensively endeavouring to thoroughly make the people-first principle run through the Party and state activities, the Party Central Committee uninterruptedly carried on the struggle for eliminating all kinds of anti-people factors laying obstacles in realizing it.

The report analysed the scrupulous political offensive waged by the Party Central Committee to secure the people-first principle as a firm political climate of the state and as a Party climate and national climate.

What was of special significance in the work of the Party Central Committee for consolidating the politico-ideological position was that it carried out more intensively the education in the revolutionary traditions as required by the period of succeeding to and developing the revolutionary cause of Juche.

It is one of the major successes achieved during the period under review that the Party Central Committee established an all-Party and all-society climate of equipping themselves with the great revolutionary traditions created in Mt Paektu and overcoming difficulties and opening up the way of advance in the indomitable fighting spirit based on the traditions, the spirit displayed by the anti-Japanese guerrillas, and thereby ensured that the noble fighting spirit and disposition of the Korean revolutionaries were firmly inherited.

The Party Central Committee staged timely and dynamic political activities for informing the Party members and other people of the demands of the situation, Party’s intention and revolutionary tasks and arousing them to a vigorous struggle.

The power of politics based on the people-first principle of finding the motive force of the development of the revolution in the hearts of the people and arousing them to action was expressed in a concentrated way in enlisting to the maximum the spiritual strength and creativity of the people to deal with the difficulties and the change of the situation.

The report referred to the fact that the devoted service for the people thoroughly run through all the work of the Party and the state.

When establishing and putting into practice its line and policies, the Party consistently maintained the principle of carrying out all production and construction while respecting the urgent requirements of people in their living and their desire and putting their convenience in the first place and with the feedback and assessment from them as a yardstick.

It also exerted special efforts to the work of making all the Party organizations and national institutions highly display the spirit of devoting themselves to the people.

It became an important part of politics based on the people-first principle that the Party Central Committee made the People’s Army discharge its mission and duty as the driving force of national defence and as a genuine army of the people which firmly protects the country and
The people from not only military but suddenly became the backbone of the self-supporting national economy, the socialist socialist and the one and only fighting spirit into a national trait of Juche Korea by enhancing the self-development forces into a golden opportunity for construction.

In the period under review the Party gave importance to construction of the material basis for increasing production and laying of foundations for shoring up the sectoral economic power and leading the people to socialist civilization, and remarkably changed the appearance of the country by vigorously accelerating construction work.

The agricultural field waged an intensive drive for scientific farming and high yield despite persistent and severe drought, flooding and all kinds of shortages, and thus brought about an unprecedented increase in grain production of more than 70 percent.

A breakthrough was made in putting the metallurgical industry and chemical industry, the twin pillars supporting the independent economy, on track and self-supporting basis and a series of achievements were made in the technical preparations and laying of foundations for shoring up the sectors of electric power, coal and machine-building industries and for preparing technological and for developing telematics.

Major factories and enterprises in the field of light industry were upgraded to secure potentials for radically boosting the quality and output of consumer goods and a foundation for increasing production was systematically laid in the fishery sector.

Amid the nationwide and all-people campaign for increasing forest resources of the country, over 440 million trees were newly planted and the forces for and means of afforestation and water-conservancy, land and environment protection and urban management were provided.

In the field of science and technology, key national projects were carried out and other valuable sci-tech successes and inventions were made, and in the sector of education, vigorous efforts were made to improve the content and method and improve educational conditions and environment.

The material and technical foundations of the public health sector were further strengthened and a self-organized working system and foundation were built in the hygienic and anti-epidemic sector through the preemptive and powerful emergency anti-epidemic campaign for checking the inroads of the worldwide epidemics and diseases.

Positive efforts were made to put sports on a scientific basis and arouse the zeal for sports and the work for establishing a national system for disaster prevention and crisis management was pushed, thereby making it possible to flexibly cope with all sorts of disasters including natural calamities.

The successes made through the past five years of struggle for constantly building up our own strength are the fruits of our strenuous exertion and development capability, which are sources of times greater than any economic construction successes in normal time as they were achieved by our own efforts in the face of protracted wicked sanctions and blockade and awful disasters. And it is a result of the enormous self-development which was accumulated despite difficulties, the great advance of our Party and people toward a powerful socialist nation will be accelerated more vigorously in future in line with the self-reliant development work.

The Supreme Leader in the report referred to the successes made in the struggle for consolidating the country’s nuclear war deterrent and self-reliant defence capabilities. He further accomplished the great cause of building the national nuclear war deterrent as a strategic and predominant goal that should have primarily been attained by our Party and people without fail in the course of building our powerful socialist state.

Korea was divided by the US, the world’s first user of nukes and war chieftain, and the DPRK has been in direct confrontation with its aggressor forces for decades, and the Korean people, especially the Koreans who waged a death-defying struggle for the purpose of the Korean reunification, have displayed the ultra-modernity and great striking capability of our state. The DPRK has been displaying the cutting-edge weapon systems were provided. The energetic and outstanding achievements of the Party Central Committee demonstrated the strategic significance in the history of the Korean nation the Seventh Congress performed for the Party and revolution, the country and people and posterity.

The Party Central Committee achieved new great victories by vigorously leading the struggle for upgrading the nuclear force even after the great historic November event in 2017. Recalling that the Party Central Committee decided to develop a global strike rocket with more powerful warheads and an improved warhead control system and carried out this historic task by relying on the patriotism and loyalty of national defence scientists, the report affirmed that the new-type gigantic rocket on an 11-axis self-propelled launcher displayed during the military parade in celebration of the 75th founding anniversary of the Party fully and the cause of building a rocket power.

The great cause of building the national nuclear force, which was impossible to achieve even in 20 to 30 years in terms of existing formula, was accomplished in a short period. It is possible to tackle any unfavourable situation and latent shortcomings if politics and willpower and patriotic spirit are strongly forged and anti-epidemic sector through the laid in the field of science and technology. The energetic and outstanding abilities of the Party Central Committee in the organizational and leadership development work, the great advance of our Party and people toward a powerful socialist nation will be accelerated more vigorously in future.
superiority in military technology an irreversible one and putting its war deterrent and capability of fighting a war on the highest level.

The national defence science sector developed the super-large MLRS, a strategic weapon which further expanded the world’s weaponry field had never known, and proceeded to develop ultra-modern tactical nuclear weapons including new-type tactical rockets and intermediate-range cruise missiles whose conventional warheads are the most powerful in the world.

This enabled us to gain a reliable edge in military technology.

National defence scientists and workers in the munitions industry properly set the orientation of developing main tank of our style following the world’s development trends and have begun to enter a new track of development while upgrading production processes. The achievements of the period under review are as developing world-class anti-air rocket complex, self-propelled gun howitzer and anti-armour weapons.

The report also noted that in the period under review the sector of national defence scientific research was conducting research into perfecting the guidance technology for multi-warhead rocket at the final stage, finished research into developing warheads of different compositions including the hypersonic gliding flight warheads for new-type ballistic rockets and was making preparations for their test manufacture.

The report made public with pride that the standard of the goal in the modernization of medium-sized submarine was set correctly and it was remodelled experimentally to open up a bright prospect for remarkably enhancing the existing submarine operational capabilities of our navy, that the design of new nuclear-powered submarine was researched and was in the stage of final examination and the designing of various electronic weapons, unmanned drone, detecting and special DDRK-China relations, was conducting by the Party Central Committee headed by the Supreme Leader in implementing the decisions of the Party Congress in that it made sure that our people and posterity could create prosperity and happiness to the full in a dignified strong country free from the holocaust of war forever.

The report of the Party Central Committee reviewed that the DPRK’s external position was radically raised in the period under review.

After winning the great victory in carrying out the line of simultaneously pushing forward economic construction and upbuilding of nuclear forces, the Party Central Committee conducted energetic external activities to place the state’s dignity and prestige on a high level.

In the period under review, the environment for development of the DPRK was the harshest in its history since its founding, due to the desperate offensive by the US and its followers characterized by frantic manoeuvres to pressurize and blockade the country.

In this severest situation, the Party Central Committee resolutely rejected any attempt to hurt the supreme interests and dignity of the country and never made even the slightest concession in its revolutionary principle while adhering more firmly to the principle of independence, which brought the world to the realization that the sovereignty of the DPRK can never be infringed on by any means. The world acknowledged with it is absolutely impossible without the respect for its sovereignty.

By making a bold switchover in its lines and pursuing offensive strategy, it created a trend towards peace and strategic trust development between the DPRK and the international community, and organized and led adroit external activities to elevate the prestige of the DPRK in the international arena.

By prioritizing the long-standing and special DPRK-China relations, our Party developed the friendly relations with China as required by the new century and opened a new chapter of the DPRK-China relations, relied on friendship with socialism as its core, the report stressed.

The Party Central Committee strengthened strategic communication, promoted mutual understanding and trust, and expanded the comradeship and trust between the two countries, thereby providing a firm guarantee for new-type friendly relations between the Parties and peoples of the two countries which are inseparably bound up with each other in the struggle for their common cause.

Attaching importance to the fresh development of the traditional DDRK-Russia relations, the Party Central Committee also conducted external activities for the development of DDRK-Vietnam relations, DDRK-Japan relations, DDRK-US relations, DDRK-China relations and DDRK-Russia. The report reviewed the DDRK-Vietnam Hanoi summit, the Party Central Committee headed by the Supreme Leader reviewed at the one-on-one talks of the top leaders of the DPRK and the US, and the first of its kind in the hostile relations between two countries, the Party Central Committee, with a strong sense of independence, made sure that the joint declaration that assured the establishment of new DPRK-US relations was adopted.

The several rounds of DPRK-US summit talks were an event of the highest level in the world’s diplomatic history, which demonstrated to the world the strategic position of the DPRK, which defends its independent interests and peace and justice against the superpower.

In the period under review, the Party Central Committee considerably raised the strategic position and prestige of the DPRK by relying on the indomitable and steadfast independent spirit of our people and the great might stocked by the country. The Party Central Committee stressed the prestige of the DDRK, whose territory and population are not so large and which is encircled by the imperialist reactionaries, is a precious fruition of the protracted and arduous war and hard struggle by our Party and people, and it is a great historic miracle born of the great unity of the people who believed and upheld the line and policies of the Party as an absolute truth and rallied the Party’s and people’s unity and determination in the course of which it laid a cornerstone for the expansion of friendly relations with Russia.

Through the DPRK-Cuba Havana summit and the DPRK-Vietnam Hanoi summit, the Party Central Committee conducted the bilateral relations, forged and verified in the common struggle for accomplishing the cause of socialism, DDRK-DPRK relations between DDRK and DDRK into strategic ones, thus radically strengthening its unity and solidarity with other socialist countries.

The proactive external activities conducted by the Party Central Committee gave a strong impetus to the socialist cause in the international arena, and demonstrated the prestige and authority of our Party and state, which is steering the new political trend of safeguarding independence, justice and peace.

The Party Central Committee also conducted external activities by means of improving the traditional DPRK-China relations, in the course of which it laid a cornerstone for the expansion of friendly relations with Russia.

At the one-on-one talks of the top leaders of the DPRK and the US, the first of its kind in the hostile relations between two countries, the Party Central Committee, with a strong sense of independence, made sure that the joint declaration that assured the establishment of new DPRK-US relations was adopted.

The several rounds of DPRK-US summit talks were an event of the highest level in the world’s diplomatic history, which demonstrated to the world the strategic position of the DPRK, which defends its independent interests and peace and justice against the superpower.

In the period under review, the Party Central Committee considerably raised the strategic position and prestige of the DPRK by relying on the indomitable and steadfast independent spirit of our people and the great might stocked by the country. The Party Central Committee stressed the prestige of the DDRK, whose territory and population are not so large and which is encircled by the imperialist reactionaries, is a precious fruition of the protracted and arduous war and hard struggle by our Party and people, and it is a great historic miracle born of the great unity of the people who believed and upheld the line and policies of the Party as an absolute truth and rallied the Party’s and people’s unity and determination in the course of which it laid a cornerstone for the expansion of friendly relations with Russia.

2. For Epochal Progress in Socialist Construction

It is an important task set forth by the Party, the centre of the economic work of the WPK to clearly decide on the correct orientation and mission of the struggle aimed at steadily achieving fresh victories in socialist construction and take substantial measures to this end. In the piece by the President of the Central Committee, he reviewed the work of the economic and cultural construction, defence building, state and social administration, and the working people’s organizations during the period under review, mainly focusing on the mistakes and lessons, and advanced important tasks for making new progress and development in the future.

First of all, a strict and detailed analysis of the implementation of the five-year strategy for the national economic development and a new long-term plan.

The report severely criticized that the objectives for the growth of the national economy fell a long way short of implementation and consequently the people’s living standards could not be improved remarkably, owing to the failure in the revolutionary implementation of the work under the protracted severe external and internal situations and in the face of unexpected challenges. It also dealt with depression in different sectors and its causes.

Analyzing the subjective and objective factors which affected the implementation of the five-year strategy for the national economic development, it pointed out the aftermath of the most barbarous sanctions and blockade of the US and other hostile forces as the first objective factor.

Besides, severe natural disasters that hit the country every year and the world health crisis that broke out took a heavy toll on the country’s economy and development, which are encircling the country with severe obstacles to the economic work, it analysed.

The report said that due to such obstacles, state investment and supplies intended to bolster the main economic sectors in the five-year strategy for the national economic development could not be carried out properly.

It gave the Party Central Committee’s analysis and appraisal...
of the cause of non-fulfillment of the five-year strategy for the national economic development during the period under review, seriously pointing out that it could not but draw a conclusion that if one ascribes its cause to the failure of the five-year plan, he can do nothing and the action and role of the driving force will be unnecessary, and it is impossible to accelerate the revolutionary struggle and construction work unless the unremovable external factors are removed.

The Party Central Committee analysed the current situation, in which the five-year strategy for national economic development had not been properly done on the basis of scientific calculation and grounds, science and technology failed to actually play the role of propelling the economic work of the country and the work of readjusting and readopting an irrational economic work system and discipline was not properly done.

The report referred to the conclusive lesson that the economy of the country can never be boosted without breaking with the wrong ideological viewpoint, irresponsible working attitude, incompetence and obsolete working manner that have been prevalent so far.

Stressing the need to take steps for deepening the reform and readjustment, the Party and the state to be oriented to and encouraging fresh innovation, bold creation and steady advance and resolutely getting rid of the outdated work system, unreasonable and inefficient way of work and obstacles disturbing our advance, the report noted that only by doing so, it is possible to turn our struggle for socialist construction, including the one for attaining the future long-term goals of the national economy, into a great revolutionary undertaking.

The major tasks of the new five-year plan aim at focussing investment on the basis of the present situation and potentiality of the national economy.

The new five-year plan mainly proposed and ensured that in 1972, Cabaret, the economic headquarters of the country, properly enforces the Cabinet-responsibility system, Cabinet-centred system, for economic work, vigorously accelerates the work of strengthening the essential lifeline and integrity of the country’s economy, definitely improves its economic management, actively promotes the normalization of production, renovation and local enterprises, the production of non-ferrous and other materials by dint of science and technology and orients the external economic activities toward reinforcing the foundations and potentiality of the self-supporting economy.

And the new plan reflects the demands for perfecting the self-supporting structure of the national economy, lowering the proportion of dependence on imports and stabilizing the people’s living by enlarging and diversifying its livelihoods into consideration.

The main seed and theme of the plan are, as always, self-reliance and self-sufficiency.

From the requirements of our developing revolution and from the urgent requirements of socialist construction, self-reliance during the period of the new long-term plan should develop into nationwide, planned and scientific self-reliance.

Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un made the principle decisions and policies for the present conditions in the major economic sectors, and the issues related with their readjustment and development.

The report presented the situation of the key industrial fields which form the lifeline of the national economy and which must be propped up on a priority basis for the overall economic development and the improvement of people’s standard of living. It also pointed out their readjustment and development.

The report stressed that the metal industry should technologically perfect our own system of iron making, expand its capacity and thereby increase iron and steel production.

It was noted that in order to attain the goal of iron and steel production mentioned in the new five-year plan, scientific and technological problems must be solved to expand steel capacity by renovating the existing production lines with advanced technology and building new energy-saving iron blast furnaces in major iron works and steel plants, to invigorate the production of iron ore and to use brown coal in the northern areas for the production of pig iron.

The report also referred to the direction that the chemical industry is the core industry of the country, the chemical industry, which can be likened to the lifeline for the construction of the self-supporting economy and the improvement of people’s standard of living.

The central task of the chemical industry in the new five-year plan period is to give precedence to building up our own technical forces, step up the improvement of its equipment and improve the performance of the production of chemical goods necessary for economic construction and the improvement of the people’s standard of living.

The chemical industry should make sure that the whole process of the struggle for founding a Juche-based chemical industry becomes the process of holding a firm grasp on the know-how of the up-to-date technology and push forward the work of transforming the structure of the country’s chemical industry into that of a Juche-based industry relying on our own raw materials.

The report set it as a precondition for stepping up economic construction and improving the people’s standard of living to increase the generation of electricity, key power of the self-supporting economy.

The major task facing the electric power industry during the new five-year plan period is to give precedence to reinforcing its production foundations as a whole and expand them on a long-term basis while waging an increased production drive for meeting the immediate demand for electricity so as to reliably guarantee the stable development of the national economy and the material and cultural living of the people.

The report mentioned the plans for concentrating the efforts of the state on the construction of tidal power plants and medium-term strategies and launching in real earnest into the founding of the nuclear power industry to cope with the long-range demands and the subjective and objective changes in the future.

It put an emphasis on important issues for developing the coal industry, an outpost for the development of the self-supporting economy.

Referring to were the issues of boldly underpinning and powerfully propelling the work of intensively supplying equipment, materials, labour and funds to the coal industry, securing more coal by giving precedence to prospecting and tunnelling in the coal mines and putting efforts into the development of the soft coal industry, pushing forward the work of improving the working and living conditions of coal miners as a priority task for increased coal production and putting in place measures for the effective use of coal.

The report defined the machine industry as an important sector leading and hauling the overall economic sectors, and set forth the immediate orientation of its development after examining the present situation facing the machine industry of the country and its causes.

The report referred to the machine industry during the new five-year plan period is to make it an industry with solid foundations and switch to a development- and creation-oriented industry.

The machine industry should positively develop and produce modern and high-performance machine products including machine tools, vehicles, building machines, electric machines, mining machines and hydraulic machines.

The report stressed the need to attach importance to the mining industry and shore it up for the sake of the normal development of the national economy.

The basic task of the mining industry is to reinforce and expand its production foundations and meet the needs of the national economy for nonferrous metal and non-metallic minerals in the main during the new five-year plan period.

To this end, it is necessary to realistically promote the work of building up the geological prospecting forces and effectively developing and using the underground natural resources of the country in a systematic way, and to expand the production capacity of the mines, smelters and factories in the mining industry.

The report underlined the need for the forestry sector to strengthen its own production foundations and satisfactorily meet the need for timber of the national economy while keeping the balance of timber production and afforestation.

The orientation of development of the sectors of the key industries mentioned in the report indicates the scientific and innovative way to powerfully lead the overall economic construction by further strengthening the potential and might of the self-supporting economy, and it also provided a firm policy guarantee for promoting the sustained development of the economy whatever the conditions and environments.

The report referred to the present situation in transport and the tasks for bringing about obvious improvement in it.

The basic target of rail transport during the new five-year plan period is to positively promote the modernization of the railway sector in a revolutionary way and thus satisfactorily meet the need for rail transport.

The field of rail transport should push ahead in a planned way and systematically, taking into account the safety of railways, making them heavy-duty, increasing the sections of standardized railways and, furthermore, renovating all the railways. At the same time, the projects for updating the Pyongyang Metro and renovating its stations should be pushed forward, and the level of its management and operation decisively raised.
The land and maritime transport was presented with the tasks of continuing to build large cargo vessels suited to the world trend of development of ship-building technology, building an integrated management system of transport including railways, electric trolley buses, tramcars and buses, to promote people’s conveniences.

The report evaluated the remarkable development and achievements made in the construction field during the period under review, pointed out a series of problems and deviations and raised new tasks and targets.

The basic tasks facing the construction field during the new five-year plan period is to massively carry out the capital construction including the building of factories to provide the people with a higher civilized living conditions and radically change the appearances of the country.

The construction field should powerfully push forward the two fronts simultaneously—industry construction for strengthening the economic foundations of the country and construction for meeting the material and cultural needs of the people.

By concentrating efforts on the construction of 50 000 flats in Pyongyang, it should set the annual plans for building 10 000 flats every year, starting from this year, scrupulously organize the construction operation and guidance for implementing the plans and thus basically settle the issue of dwelling houses for the Pyongyang citizens.

Twenty-five thousand houses should be built in the Komdok area, a leading production base in the country, in order to provide a place where a large contingent of workers live, and thus build it into a mining city with no comparison in the world.

It is imperative to build strong professional construction units and actively develop and produce equipment, gears and tools necessary for construction at the building machinery factories.

The report raised the tasks for further developing the building materials industry in keeping with the demand of the practical situation in which construction is progressing at an unprecedented speed.

The basic tasks facing the building materials industry are: to increase the production efficiency of the five-year plan period is to attain the goal of producing 8 million tons of cement and ensure self-sufficiency of the finishing materials.

It is necessary to renovate the existing production factories and, at the same time, build new large-capacity up-to-date cement factories in the areas with favourable conditions for materials and electricity supply and transport, and thus further expand the cement production capacity of the country.

It is imperative to work hard to meet the demand for finishing materials at an unprecedented speed. This will be the appearance of buildings through home production, build up the bases for producing outdoor and other paints with locally available raw materials, raise their quality and develop the technology and machinery factories.

It is necessary to steadily push ahead with the preparations for producing building materials under a well-thought-out plan to construct more zero-carbon and zero-energy buildings in accordance with the world trend of architectural development, and provinces should produce various building materials in large quantities by constructing various profitable building material production bases that rely on their locally available raw materials.

The report set forth the tasks for the communications field to make uninterrupted leaps forward and innovations in positive response to the demand of the times.

The field should step up technical updating of its infrastructure and turn mobile communications into a next-generation one as early as possible by developing the relevant technology.

It is needed to readjust the wire broadcasting and cable TV networks, put the relevant technology on a higher level and provide full conditions for the people in all parts of the country, ranging from cities to remote mountain villages, so as to create a better cultural and emotional life.

The report raised it as a very urgent issue at present to develop the state-run commerce and preserve the socialist nature of public catering and welfare service, and set forth the tasks for restoring our commerce, true to its name, to public service activities for supporting the people’s life and promoting their material well-being.

The important tasks to be carried out by our commerce without fail are: to provide the people with a more civilized life and showing the world the ever-improving appearances of our country.

Commercial service units should put their service activities on a people-oriented, cultural, modern and diversified basis with a correct management strategy, and thus create a new socialist service culture of our own style.

The report presented land management and ecological environment protection as important affairs for protecting the lives and health of the people and improving the landscape of the country and a task with a decisive weight for the future of the country.

The tasks facing the land management sector in the new five-year plan period are to make decisive progress in land development and construction and settle the issue of finishing materials, thus steadily pushing ahead with the work of transforming the whole country into a socialist fairyland, a beautiful land as befitting the era of the Workers’ Party.

The report pointed out the matters of grasping through surveys the overall situation of the ecological environment including forests, grasslands, soil and water, correctly determining the appearance of the state of the environment including forests, grasslands, soil and water, and making plans for the future.

The report stressed the importance of city management which is directly related with the life of the people from A to Z, and set forth relevant tasks.

The field of city management should take stringent measures for repairing houses, expand the capacity for producing drinking water while improving its quality, and build more sewage treatment plants of a new type to prevent environmental pollution.

It is necessary to decisively enhance the level of landscaping designing, spruce up parks and recreation grounds and plant good species of trees, flowers and cover plants in all urban areas so as to give a facelift to cities.

The report, based on a detailed analysis of the external economic work and the subjective and objective conditions and environment of the country, raised directional issues including those of formulating a scientific strategy for the external economic field and implementing it purposefully.

It raised boosting tourism as an important undertaking for providing the people with a more civilized life and showing the world the ever-improving appearances of our country.

It is necessary to spunk up tourist attractions, improve methods of giving public to them and arrange diversified tourist courses and guidance.

Also important is to turn the Mt Kungang area into a modern tourist resort of our own style.

The report advanced the tasks of removing all the facilities including the Haegumgang Hotel at a wharf of the Port of Kosong and constructing buildings of our own typical architectural style, which will go in a new direction in the beautification of the Mt Kungang and suit the emotional and aesthetic feelings of our people.

According to the master plan for the development of the Mt Kungang tourist area, the project to build the international coastal tourism area, the Pyeongchon mountain tour area, the Kaesong and the Kosong port coastal tourist area, the project to build the Port of Kosong and constructing buildings of our own typical architectural style, which will go in a new direction in the beautification of the Mt Kungang and suit the emotional and aesthetic feelings of our people.

The report presented land management and ecological environment protection as important affairs for protecting the lives and health of the people and improving the landscape of the country and a task with a decisive weight for the future of the country.

The tasks facing the land management sector in the new five-year plan period are to make decisive progress in land development and construction and settle the issue of finishing materials, thus steadily pushing ahead with the work of transforming the whole country into a socialist fairyland, a beautiful land as befitting the era of the Workers’ Party.

The report pointed out the matters of grasping through surveys the overall situation of the ecological environment including forests, grasslands, soil and water, correctly determining the appearance of the state of the environment including forests, grasslands, soil and water, and making plans for the future.

The report stressed the importance of city management which is directly related with the life of the people from A to Z, and set forth relevant tasks.

The field of city management should take stringent measures for repairing houses, expand the capacity for producing drinking water while improving its quality, and build more sewage treatment plants of a new type to prevent environmental pollution.

It is necessary to decisively enhance the level of landscaping designing, spruce up parks and recreation grounds and plant good species of trees, flowers and cover plants in all urban areas so as to give a facelift to cities.

The report, based on a detailed analysis of the external economic work and the subjective and objective conditions and environment of the country, raised directional issues including those of formulating a scientific strategy for the external economic field and implementing it purposefully.

It raised boosting tourism as an important undertaking for providing the people with a more civilized life and showing the world the ever-improving appearances of our country.

It is necessary to spunk up tourist attractions, improve methods of giving public to them and arrange diversified tourist courses and guidance.

Also important is to turn the Mt Kungang area into a modern tourist resort of our own style.

The report advanced the tasks of removing all the facilities including the Haegumgang Hotel at a wharf of the Port of Kosong and constructing buildings of our own typical architectural style, which will go in a new direction in the beautification of the Mt Kungang and suit the emotional and aesthetic feelings of our people.

According to the master plan for the development of the Mt Kungang tourist area, the project to build the international coastal tourism area, the Pyeongchon mountain tour area, the Kaesong and the Kosong port coastal tourist area, the project to build the Port of Kosong and constructing buildings of our own typical architectural style, which will go in a new direction in the beautification of the Mt Kungang and suit the emotional and aesthetic feelings of our people.

The report set it as an important task to improve economic management. Our national economy is a self-supporting and planned one that serves the people.

The independent, planned and people-oriented characters of the national economy should be strengthened, it is necessary to raise the functions of the state that organizes economic affairs, and ensure unified management of products on the principle of making sure that the fruition of the economic activities is channelled to promoting the well-being of the people.

The fundamental requirement and direction in improving the management of the socialist economy is to put the masses of the people, the masters of society, at the centre of all considerations and give priority to their demands and interests.

The report also stressed the need to hold fast to reducing cost and improving quality as the key to improving socialist economic management.

Basing themselves on the fundamental requirement and direction of improving the management of the socialist economy, the state economic guidance organs should readjust and reinforce the economy substantially.

The report underscored the need to tighten discipline in ensuring unified guidance of the state in the economic work, strengthen the national system of economic management, launch a project for boosting the mainstay of the national economy, and improve the conditions of industrial establishments to carry on their management activities.

Productive forces should be redistributed in a reasonable way so that economic efficiency may increase in the whole realm of the national economy, weak links in the chain of each economic sector identified, and the sectors that are essential to the balanced development of the economy reinforced.

It is imperative to improve planning and make proper use of the economic levers including financial, monetary and price administration so as to ensure rational management of the economy.

The scientific analysis and clear policies the report put forth with regard to the prevailing situation of the major economic sectors and their relevant development serve as a powerful weapon of practical importance in consolidating the material and technical foundations of the self-supporting economy and propelling economic construction in upholding a stable way irrespective of the change in the external environment.

The Supreme Leader declared in the report the unshakable determination of the Party to make a breakthrough in all tasks of development and upholding the party’s direction in solving the people’s food, clothing and housing problems at any cost and effect tangible changes and innovations, which will benefit the people in reality, in the new five-year plan period.
The report set forth proactive measures to increase agricultural production so as to decisively settle the problem of food supply for the people.

The central target in agricultural development this year plan is to unfailingly attain the goal of grain production the Party has already set and to consolidate the material and technical foundations for sustained development of agriculture.

In order to increase agricultural production, it is important to put efforts into seed production, scientific farming, increased output in low-yielding fields, cultivation of new and tidal flat reclamation, while developing farming, animal husbandry and fruit growing and pushing irrigation and mechanization of agriculture as an important strategic priority.

The report emphasized the policies of preparing scientific and technical measures and laying material and technical foundations for securing agricultural increase even in unfavorable climatic and weather conditions, boosting the real of agricultural workers for production and strengthening state assistance to the rural economy.

The main targets set forth for the agricultural sector are matters of paramount importance for the state that determines where the cost in order to ensure self-sufficiency in food supply and thus step up socialist construction.

The report referred to the importance of light industry which holds an absolute share in providing the people with an affluent and civilized life, and the direction of its development.

The light industrial field should step up its renovation while regarding it as the lifeline and main direction of development and tapping locally available resources for raw and other materials and recycle used materials; it should also steadily build itself up by reinforcing the weak sectors and processes and setting up missing ones.

Also stressed were the issues of raising the quality of products on the principle of giving priority to quality over quantity, and directing efforts into developing new kinds of products.

The report defined the fishing industry as one of the three fields directly related to the people’s diet.

The fishing industry should modernize fishing vessels and implement, put fishing on a scientific basis and build up fishery stations and ship repair yards.

It is necessary to systematically increase seafood production by substantially conserving and protecting the resources by planning and aquaculture in a planned way and launching a mass drive for aquaculture.

Raising in the report were important policy issues for self-reliant and multilateral development of cities and counties.

It is the consistent strategic policy of our Party to maintain in socialist countries a revolutionary position and develop the rural economy and other sectors of the local economy and improve the people’s living standards with cities and counties as bases.

Cities and counties constitute terminal units for the execution of our Party policies, regional bases guiding the rural economy and other sectors of the local economy, and strong pillars supporting the overall socialist economic construction.

The general goal defined by the report to build up cities and counties is to turn every city and county into a strategic base of a highly civilized and prosperous socialist state and developed region retaining their inherent characteristics.

Cities and counties should set their development strategies and long-term objectives in conformity with their regional characteristics in a realistic manner, consistently carry them out purposefully in a planned way and on an annual basis.

It is necessary to channel efforts into development of the socialist rural communities, holding aloft the slogan “Forward towards fresh victory!” so as to achieve cultural progress peculiar to rural areas, a new development of our own style.

The long-term objective for rural construction is to eliminate the gap between the country and the city and the peasantry, the gap between industry and agriculture and differences between the urban and rural areas by pushing ahead with the three revolutions in the rural areas and thoroughly implementing the theses on the socialist rural question; and the immediate task is to give precedence to the work of transforming agricultural workers on a revolutionary and working class pattern, boost state support to the rural areas and build up the rural communities in a balanced way so that they have regional characteristics of their own.

The report stressed the need for the Party and the state to pay close attention to the effort for building up the positions of rural hard core elements.

It raised it as a consistent political requirement to develop the local economy by using the raw and other material resources available in relevant areas in accordance with the regional characteristics.

It is also necessary to push ahead with the work of changing the appearances of city and county seats and improving the cities’ contributions to socialist economy, afforestation, water conservation and environmental protection.

Mentioned in the report was a task for city and county Party committees and governments and local economic organs to create a powerful engine propelling the development of their regions, master of the local economy and administrator responsible for the livelihood of the people in their regions.

The Supreme Leader solemnly clarified the revolutionary standpoint that the national defence capability, the cornerstone for the existence of the country and a reliable guarantee for defending the dignity and security of the country and people and peace, should be strengthened continuously.

The report analyzed the fact that although our Party and the government of our Republic made well-meaning efforts and displayed the greatest patience to prevent the aggravation of the regional tension out of sheer desire to ensure peace and security of the nation, the revenge mentality of the rest of the world, the hostile nature of the American policy towards the DPRK has gone to extreme, instead of becoming weakened.

Nothing is more foolish and dangerous than to idle our time away without steadily building up our strength while knowing well enough that the enemy’s high-tech weapons aimed at our state are increasing in volume.

The reality shows that only when we bolster up our national defence capability without a moment’s halt will we be able to contain the military threat from the US and achieve peace and prosperity of the Korean peninsula.

Stressing that the strong defence capability of the state never precludes diplomacy but serves as a powerful means to propel it along the right course and guarantee its success, the report said in analytical terms that the reality in the prevailing situation proves once again that there can never be satisfaction in strengthening the military strength.

As long as imperialism remains on the earth and the danger of war by the hostile forces against our state remains, the historic mission of our revolutionary armed forces can never be changed and our national defence capability must be steadily bolstered along the track of new development.

The report set forth important tasks for the Korean People’s Army to develop more firmly into a revolutionary army modelled on the Workers’ Party of Korea, a sophisticated high-tech army and a reliable defender of our state and people by maintaining it as the main task for completing the preparations for all-people resistance, the matter of crucial importance that should never be neglected in firmly consolidating the national defence capability.

The important tasks for strengthening the national defence capability put forward by the report are expressive of the iron will and determination to continuously strengthen the country’s military capabilities until the vicious cycle of the Korean peninsula is broken down and the question is resolved and for all and such words as threat and blackmail by the hostile forces disappear on this land, considering the situation in which the international balance of power is constantly taking to the reckless arms buildup of the US and other hostile forces.

The Supreme Leader set forth in the report tasks for confidently opening an avenue for achieving prosperity by dint of self-reliance by promoting the development of science and technology.

Defining development of science and technology as a crucial task and an optimum policy in socialist construction, the report
The public health field should substantially carry out the work of preparing the long-term prevention and control of the COVID-19 epidemic and prevention institutions and pharmaceutical and medical appliances factories, build up the ranks of medical workers and create a reliable anti-epidemic basis for fighting with whatever world health crisis.

The report also made serious analysis of the work in the field of education and, and set forth tasks for ushering in a new era of efflorescence of teaching art and perfecting the socialist education system, effecting a radical turn on all fronts of art and literature.

Creation guidance officials, creators and artists in the field of art and literature should display an avant-garde working spirit with high discernment to produce good works embodying the Juche character, national identity and modernity, stage characteristic performances, and purposefully carry out the functions of reserve officers on the long-term basis by establishing a proper system and setting development strategy and clear goals.

Tasks were set forth for the mass media to raise the fierce flames of a new revolution in newspapers, news services, radio and TV broadcasting and publishing as required by the new period of drastic change and upsurge in socialist construction so as to wage a vigorous media campaign aimed at giving pride and heart to all of our people, spreading the core of the ideas, lines and policies of the Party Congress and inspiring them to the implementation of the decisions of the Party Congress, and for the field of physical culture and sports to redouble efforts for making our country join the ranks of advanced sports nations in line with the prestige and position of our dignified state.

The innovative orientations for building socialist culture are a reflection of the grandiose plan for a new, Korean style of civilization by bringing about a great revolution in all sectors of socialist culture with the successes, experiences, mistakes and lessons gained in the period under review as a springboard for advance and leap forward.

The report put an emphasis on effecting a revolutionary change in the mental and moral life of the people by pushing ahead with the eradication of anti-social and anti-revolutionary elements and thorough establishment of the socialist lifestyle throughout the country as an undertaking involving the whole Party, state and society.

All the people should create and develop a new, noble and beautiful life of our own style and conduct a powerful mass campaign against the practices running counter to the socialist lifestyle, deeply bearing in mind the faith in socialism and love for their motherland.

In his report, the Supreme Leader set forth tasks for further consolidating the state social system in response to the reality that witnesses a radical rise of our Republic’s position and the revolution entering a new stage.

The report underscored the need to strengthen the people-oriented nature of the state befitting the living standard of the people in the socialist system, realize its unified, scientific and strategic control and thoroughly establish a revolutionary spirit of law observance throughout society as required by the building of a socialist rule-of-law society, and called on judicial, procuratorial, public and state security organs to fulfill their sacred mission and duty they have assumed for defending the system, policy and people as reliable defenders of the socialist system.

The report stressed the need for the working people’s organizations to hold fast to their internal work in line with the Party’s revolutionary stage and be in charge of ideological education to firmly arm all their members with the Party’s revolutionary ideas and, in particular, the need to prepare the youth league as a reliable successor to and reserve of the Party.

The report, which indicated the road towards a continuous and vast socialist construction, serves as a militant banner powerfully inspiring the people to a new victory in the movement giving rise to the advantages and might of our style of socialism in the overall state affairs, including the building of the economy, national defence, culture and science and technology, in the prevailing situation.

3. For Independent Reunification of the Country and Development of External Relations

In the third part of his report, the Supreme Leader mentioned the important issues for the independent reunification of the country and development of external relations.

The report studied the issues concerning south Korea in view of the changing times and clarified our Party’s principled stand on the north-south relations.

As specified in the report, our nation is now standing on the crucial historical road towards opening up a new, long-range path of peace and reunification after breaking the serious deadlock in the north-south relations or to continue to suffer the pain resulting from division in the vicious cycle of confrontation and danger of war. It is no exaggeration to say that the current inter-Korean relations have been brought back to the time before the publication of the Panmunjom Declaration and the hope for national reunification has become more distant.

Hostile military acts and anti-DPRK smear campaign are still going on in south Korea, aggravating the situation of the Korean peninsula and dimming the future of the inter-Korean relations.

Judging that the prevailing frozen north-south relations cannot thaw by relying on the north and south to improve by themselves with the passage of time, the report stressed that if one sincerely aspires after the country’s peace and reunification and cares about the destiny of the Korean people’s future of posterity, one should not look on this grave situation with folded arms, but take proactive measures to redress and improve the present north-south relations facing a catastrophe.

The report clarified the principled stand on the inter-Korean relations as follows:

It is necessary to take stand and stance to resolve the basic problems first in the north-south relations, halt all hostile toward the other side and seriously and faithfully implement the north-south declarations.

The report pointed out the main reason why the north-south relations after the breakthrough of the past were frozen abruptly and brought back to those of confrontation.

The south Korean authorities are now giving an impression that they are concerned about the improvement of north-south relations by raising such inessential issues as cooperation in epidemic prevention and humanitarian field and individual tourism.

They are going against the agreements and the inter-Korean relations, based on the firmed-up agreement on guaranteeing peace and military stability on the Korean peninsula in disregard of our repeated warnings that they should stop introducing latest military hardware and joint military exercises with the US.

Worse still, they are getting more frantic about modernizing their armed forces, labelling our development of various conventional weapons, which pertains entirely to our independent national security, as a provocation.

If they want to find fault with it, they should first give an explanation for the chief executive’s personal remarks that south Korea should accelerate its efforts for securing and developing latest military assets, that it would develop ballistic and cruise missiles with more precision and power and longer range than the existing ones, and that it had already developed ballistic missiles with the world’s highest precision and would continue to provide a convincing explanation for the purpose and motive in their continued introduction of cutting-edge offensive equipment.

The report seriously warned that if the south Korean authorities continue to label our action “provocation” with a double-dealing and biased mindset, we have no other option but to deal with them in a different way.

A new road toward improved north-south relations based on trust and reconciliation can be paved only when the south Korean authorities strictly control and root out any abnormal and anti-reunification conducts.
Whether the north-south relations can be restored and invigorated or not entirely depends on the attitude of the south Korean authorities, and they will receive as much as they have paid and tried.

The report stressed that at the present stage, we do not need to show goodwill to the south Korean authorities unilaterally as we did in the past, and that we should treat them according to how they respond to our just demands and how much effort they make to fulfill the north-south agreements.

It analyzed that the north-south relations may return to a new starting point of peace and prosperity in the near future, as desired by all compatriots, as they did in the spring three years ago, depending on the south Korean authorities’ attitude.

In the report the Supreme Leader clarified the general direction and policy stand of the WPK for comprehensively developing the external relations.

The report made an in-depth analysis of the current international situation and the external environment of the DPRK.

The principal review and conclusion of our Party’s external activities during the period under review are that the strategy of power for power should be consistently maintained with regard to the hostile forces unwarrantedly running amuck and the big powers wielding high-handed policies.

After affirming this stance, the report set it as the general direction of the external work at present to comprehensively develop the foreign relations with the aim of achieving the strategic position of our state and thus provide reliable political and diplomatic guarantees to socialist construction.

Proceeding from this, it clarified matters of principle to be maintained in the development of the external work.

The field of external work should hold fast to the principle of independence in its activities, regarding it as the first mission of the DPRK’s diplomacy to defend the dignity of the WPK, enhance the prestige of the nation and champion the interests of the state.

It should wage offensive diplomacy to smash the attempts of the hostile forces at violating our sovereignty and the developing reality, and defend our state’s rights to peace and stability of the Korean peninsula and the rest of the world.

There is no country in this planet which is always exposed to war threat like the DPRK, and so much strong is the power of our people to defend our state ever-more favourable.

That we have stored the strongest war deterrent and steadily develop them is aimed at defending ourselves and opening up an era of genuine peace free from war for ever.

Now that our national defence capability has risen to such a level that it can preemptively contain outside our territory the hostile forces’ threat, in the future the worsening of tensions on the Korean peninsula will lead to the instability of security on the part of the forces posing threat to us.

Stating that the key to establishing new DPRK-US relationship lies in the US withdrawal of its hostile policy toward the DPRK, the report set forth important tasks for developing our international relations.

It stressed the need for the field of external work to further develop the relations with the socialist countries, consolidate unity and cooperation with the revolutionary and progressive parties aspiring after independence, and launch a dynamic joint struggle against imperialism on a worldwide scale so as to make the external environment of our state ever-more favourable.

The report expressed the steadfast will of the WPK to defend the peace and stability of the Korean peninsula and the rest of the world.

4. For Development of Party Work

In the fourth part of the report Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un summed up successes achieved in the work for developing the Party during the period under review, analyzed the tasks and ways for improving Party work as required by the times and developing reality.

The report commented it was the precious success achieved in Party work that the Supreme Leader emphasized the important role of the unified leadership system of the Party Central Committee was firmly established in the entire Party, the fighting efficiency and leadership ability of the Party remarkably boosted and the Party’s foundation readjusted and consolidated in a comprehensive and detailed way.

The WPK firmly discharged its mission and duty regarding the people-first principle as its political idea.

When the Party’s fighting efficiency and leadership ability are steadily enhanced, the cause of socialist construction can be led to victory with pluck all the time amid the absolute trust of the people despite any obstacles and difficulties—this is the main review and precious achievement gained in Party work during the past five years.

The report set forth important tasks and ways for bringing about a radical innovation in Party work in line with the present situation, in which the Korean revolution has entered the period of new development and leap.

It set it as the first task to attach primary importance to the work of establishing the unified leadership system of the Party Central Committee and further strengthening it.

As mentioned in the report, Party organizations and officials should absolutize and staunchly safeguard the authority of the Party Central Committee at any time and everywhere and they should never tolerate or connive at even the slightest tendency to undermine the authority, but wage an uncompromising struggle against it.

They should consistently push forward with the efforts to develop and glorify the Party’s leadership exploits, particularly give a facelift to the units associated with the leadership exploits and the ones inspected by the great leaders, and ensure that they become the model units in carrying out Party policies.

Party organizations should scrupulously organize the work to implement Party policies, fully grasp the progress of their implementation and thoroughly review the results, so as to firmly and consistently implement the policies.

The report brought it up as an important task to cement the single-hearted unity of the Party and revolutionary ranks in every way by doing the Party’s internal work effectively.

The report underscored the need to put major efforts on building up the ranks of the cadres, the hard core of the Party and the leading officials of the revolution, steadily strengthen the education and cultivate those of them to prevent them from getting ideologically degenerated and to improve the quality of Party ranks by strictly adhering to the Party principle of increasing Party membership, the fundamental principle ofrigorously selecting those who are recognized by everyone else as its members.

The report referred to the need to continue directing big efforts on strengthening primary Party organs and Party cells, as the basic organizations of the Party, effectively press ahead with the organization of and guidance over Party life as a main link in the whole chain of Party work and rally the broad masses of people more closely behind the Party by channelling big efforts on the work with them.

The report advanced the development of Party ideological work as one of the main tasks of the Party leading the revolution and an important work which should not be neglected even a moment in the whole period of leading the revolution and construction.

The report stressed the importance of strictly adhering to the principle of unitary guidance in Party ideological work, of correcting the deep-seated shortcomings of the Party information sector and of comprehensively developing the form and method of ideological education work in line with the requirements of the developing reality.

It also referred to the task of strengthening Party guidance, policy-oriented guidance, over the revolution and construction and pointed to the matter of properly forming Party committees, the political General Staffs of relevant units, and enhancing their role, the matter of adopting further measures to strengthen the Party organizations and establishing the revolutionary traits of implementing them unconditionally, and the matter of resolving all the problems by the Party method, the political method, by Party organizations while strictly guarding against the practices of usurping administrative authority and following others at the back rather than leading them in front.

The report set forth ways of radiating the Party’s willpower.

Above all, the irrational Party work system and methods should be improved in line with the requirements of the developing reality, and Party work should be switched to popular and reality-oriented work true to the Party’s idea of ‘The people are God’.

The more thoroughly the popular and reality-oriented characters are applied to Party work, the closer the whole Party will get to fact and truth and the closer the Party will be to the people, and the more likely the Party of our Party will become—these are an important idea of the report.

The report stressed once again that abuse of power, bureaucracy, irregularities and corruption are what the Party must most strictly guard against and its primary target of struggle at present, and pointed to the need for Party organizations to carry on an uncompromising struggle against them.

The report stressed that it is also a way of improving Party work to intensify criticism, ideological struggle and study in the Party, to thoroughly establish the revolutionary discipline of working according to principles and to decisively enhancing the level and capacity of Party officials.

The Supreme Leader in the last part of the report said that through the report on the work of the Party Central Committee and the Party’s organizational shortcomings could have an in-depth understanding of successes and shortcomings in their work, their causes and lessons.
The Eighth Congress of the Workers’ Party of Korea discussed the third agenda item “On amendments to the rules of the WPK” at its fifth-day session on Saturday.

The Party Central Committee modified and supplemented some contents of the Party Rules in line with the development and situation, and to meet the requirements of the developing revolution and according to the new fighting tasks facing the Party, before referring them to the Eighth Congress of the WPK for discussion.

The Eighth Congress of the WPK adopted resolution “On Amendments to the Rules of the WPK” with unanimous approval.

The revised rules of the WPK further highlighted great Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism, eternal guiding ideology of the WPK, clearly defined the supreme programme of the Party and the basic political mode of socialism, and modified and supplemented some forms of organization of the Party and the norms of its activities.

Some contents of the preface to the Party Rules have been adjusted by focusing on further clearly identifying the revolutionary nature of the WPK.

The preface defined that Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism is an encyclopedia of the revolution and construction which has been systematized in an integral way on the basis of the Juche idea, and a revolutionary and scientific idea whose truth and vitality have been proven in the practical struggle for realizing independence of the masses of the people.

It specified that Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism was held high as the eternal banner of the revolution and construction. It also defined the modelling of the whole society on Kimilsungism-Kimjongilism as the supreme programme of the WPK, to bring into bolder relief the revolutionary nature and mission of the Party.

It formulated the people-first politics as the basic political mode of socialism in reflection on the strengths of the DPRK being fundamentally boosted, and it is advancing dynamically toward a greater victory.

Part of the contents related to the immediate fighting tasks of the Party was modified and supplemented in the preface. Supplemented in it were contents on accelerating the complete victory of socialism while firmly consolidating the material and technical foundations of socialism and giving full play to the advantages of the socialist system, and on steadily building up the armed forces of the DPRK politically and ideologically and in military technique.

The new name of the youth league was formalized and the various contents of the Party Rules were amended.

It contributed to such major nationwide construction projects as Ryomyong Street, Samjiyon City, the Orangchon Power Station, Wonsan Kalma coast resort and Pyongyang General Hospital as intended by the Party Central Committee.

It was supplemented to the Party’s financial budget and organizations at all levels and were established among Party organizations at all levels and Party officials, and big successes were made in writing up the Party’s financial budget and implementing it.

The Party’s financial income increased systematically with its independent financial foundation being consolidated.

As a result, the Party’s financial income could build up large reserves while making expenditures for Party work and activities and its economic life.

The Party’s financial expenditure increased as its activities were intensified and socialist construction was vigorously pushed under its leadership.

During the period under review, the Party’s finance was spent on strengthening the Party’s militant functions and role.

The finance was also used for promoting the welfare of the people.

Next, they should establish a strict system and order in the Party’s financial management and tighten discipline.

All the Party’s financial management departments and officials should thoroughly implement Party policies and instructions on Party finance so as to financially and materially ensure the work for further strengthening the Party organizationally and ideologically and enhancing its leadership ability and fighting efficiency and its people-first politics.

KCNA

Party central auditing body delivers work report

There was a report on the second plenary session of the Ninth Plenary Session of the Central Auditing Commission of the Workers’ Party of Korea at the fifth-day sitting of the Eighth Congress of the WPK on Saturday.

According to the report, a correct viewpoint and attitude to Party financial management were established among Party organizations at all levels and Party officials, and big successes were made in writing up the Party’s financial budget and implementing it.

The Party’s financial income increased systematically with its independent financial foundation being consolidated.

Next, they should establish a strict system and order in the Party’s financial management and tighten discipline.

All the Party’s financial management departments and officials should thoroughly implement Party policies and instructions on Party finance so as to financially and materially ensure the work for further strengthening the Party organizationally and ideologically and enhancing its leadership ability and fighting efficiency and its people-first politics.
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